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Tonal cognition, artificial intelligence and neural nets 

J a m s h e d  J. B h a r u c h a  a n d  K a t h e r i n e  L. O l n e y  

Department of Psychology, Dartmouth College, Hanover, New Hampshire 03755, U.S.A. 

We discuss a class of computational models that provide promising explanations of the processes 
underlying music cognition. These models, called neural net, connectionist, or parallel distributed 
models, are suited to music cognition because they can learn from passive exposure to the structural 
regularities of a musical culture. They have the potential to account for (1) the development, in the 
mind of the average listener, of cognitive schemas for music and (2) the subsequent generation of 
musical expectations based on these schemas. Using Western harmony and Indian rdgs as examples, 
we illustrate how one can simulate the expectancies of a native of one culture listening to the music of 
another. We show how a network can be constructed according to known music-theoretic constraints 
in order to study how some properties emerge from others. Finally, we review the results of experi- 
ments that test predictions about expectancies generated by these models. 

KEY WORDS: Artificial intelligence, cognition, harmony, Indian music, neural nets, psychology. 

Introduction 

Cultural  influences on  the perceptua l  in terpreta t ion of music  are media ted  by  
cognitive s t ructures  that  are often called perceptua l  schemas.  Perceptual  schemas  
for music  encode the regularit ies of a musical  genre  th rough  ex tended  pass ive  
exposure.  They  serve to genera te  expectat ions following a musical  context,  facili- 
tate the recognit ion of expected  pat terns ,  and  render  expected tones more  
consonan t  than  others  (Bharucha, 1987b). This schematic  knowledge  does  not  
d e p e n d  on explicit musical  training, and  is said to be tacit or implicit, reflecting the 
average  l is tener 's  impover i shed  ability to articulate it. But what ,  precisely,  is a 
schema? How,  precisely, is tacit knowledge  encoded? And  how,  precisely,  is it 
learned? 

The empirical  knowledge  and  the theoretical and  technical tools n o w  exist to 
elucidate the concept  of a schema wi th  greater  specificity. In this paper ,  we  
explore the extent  to which recent  b reak th roughs  in psycho logy  and  compu te r  
science can point  to answers  to the above  quest ions.  We explicate a class of com- 
putat ional  models  called neural  net  models ,  parallel dis t r ibuted models ,  or con- 
nectionist  models .  These models  have  recently received considerable a t tent ion in 
psychology  and  compu te r  science because  of their  neurophysiologica l  plausibil- 
ity, their ability to recognize pa t te rns  unde r  condit ions of variability, and  their  
ability to learn (see Fe ldman  & Ballard, 1982; McClelland & Rumelhar t ,  1986; 
Rumelhar t  & McClelland, 1986). Al though  early forms of these models  have  
existed for some t ime (see Rosenblatt ,  1962), even  for music  (see Deutsch,  1969), 
the d e v e l o p m e n t  of more  powerfu l  learning a lgor i thms and  recent  evidence  f rom 
neurophys io logy  have  resurrected t hem as s t rong candidates  for theories  of per-  
ception and  cognition.1 
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A neura l  ne t  is a n e t w o r k  of  i n t e r connec t ed  neuron- l ike  uni t s  (See Figure  1, 
left). Uni ts  t r ansmi t  act ivat ion to o ther  uni t s  m u c h  as n e u r o n s  excite or  inhibi t  
o the r  n e u r o n s  across  synapses .  The  connec t ions  b e t w e e n  uni t s  can v a r y  in 
s t reng th ,  a n d  a un i t  excites or  inhibi ts  a n o t h e r  in p r o p o r t i o n  to the  s t r eng th  
(weight)  of  the  connec t i on  b e t w e e n  them.  Even  t h o u g h  each  un i t  a lone  is capable  
on ly  of  receiving a n d  t r ansmi t t ing  act ivat ion,  a n e t w o r k  as a w h o l e  can  exhibit  
intel l igent  behav io r  on  the  basis  of  m a n y  units ,  wi th  n u m e r o u s  in te rconnec t ions ,  
act ing in concert .  The  behav io r  of  the  n e t w o r k  is t hus  d e t e r m i n e d  by  the  w a y  in 
w h i c h  uni t s  are c o n n e c t e d  a n d  the  s t r eng ths  of  these  connec t ions .  A neura l  ne t  
learns  b y  inc rementa l ly  a l ter ing the  s t r eng ths  of  these  connec t ions  unti l  s o m e  
target  b e h a v i o r  is ach ieved .  

Output Units 

Hidden Units 

Input Units 

Figure 1 (Left)A neural net with a set of input units feeding into a set of output units. Input units are 
sensitive to particular features of the music (e.g., pitches within a certain range, pitch-classes, chords). 
The degree to which an input unit is activated represents the degree to which a feature is either present 
or remembered to be present in the music. An output unit receives activation from the input units in 
proportion to the strengths (weights) of the connections between them. The degree to which an output 
unit is activated represents the degree to which a feature is suggested, expected or implied. The 
network learns by incrementally altering the strengths of the connections so that, over the course of 
hearing repeated patterns, the expectations or implications represented by the activation levels of the 
output units more closely match the structure of the music. (Right) Sometimes extra units are 
necessary to mediate between input and output units, representing intermediate abstractions or 
feature combinations. These are called hidden units. 

Neural Nets and the Relationships between Psycholagy and 
Artificial Intelligence (AI) 

The te rm "neura l  ne t"  has  come to refer no t  on ly  to ne tworks  of n e u r o n s  in the brain  
bu t  also to computa t iona l  ne tworks  of  s imple process ing  units.  Neura l  nets  tha t  are 
cons t ra ined  by  psychologica l  data  an d  that  genera te  testable predic t ions  are 
psychological  mode l s  of cogni t ion  awai t ing  neurophys io log ica l  val idation.  
A l t h o u g h  uni ts  in these ne tworks  are unl ikely to co r r e spond  to individual  n e u r o n s  
in the brain,  they  m a y  co r r e spond  to assemblies  of n e u r o n s  at a funct ional  level. 
Neura l  nets  that  are no t  cons t ra ined  by  psychologica l  data  m a y  be used  to bui ld  
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artificial intelligence systems, since the mathematical properties of certain classes 
of neural nets are well understood. Neural nets may therefore be loosely divided 
into those that serve as psychological models of human cognition and those that 
serve to build intelligent machines. The former are attempts to answer psychologi- 
cal questions ("How does the brain accomplish x?'), whereas the latter are 
attempts to answer A I  questions ("How can a machine be built to accomplish x?'). 

Our research is motivated by psychological questions. However,  we find that 
asking AI questions is a fruitful way to come up with prospective networks that 
can then be evaluated as answers to the psychological questions. 2 This method- 
ology underlies the close relationship between cognitive psychology and artificial 
intelligence. The networks we describe in this paper constitute an exploration of 
the promise of neural nets for understanding music perception and cognition. As 
such, they represent the process of answering AI questions with the eventual goal 
of answering psychological questions. 

Rules 

At the heart of the neural net approach is a departure from a reliance on the 
explicit mental representation of rules as advocated by Chomsky (1980) and Fodor 
(1975). Although the behavior of a neural net can be formally described by the 
rules of a grammar, these rules are not explicitly represented in the network. Rule- 
based theories that are offered as formal descriptions are vital contributions to an 
understanding of cognition because they specify constraints that any theory of the 
underlying processes must meet. However,  rule-based theories that go beyond 
formal description to claim that rules are explicitly represented, as in a computer 
program, and that cognitive processes are symbolic operations performed on 
these representations (see Fodor, 1975), are fundamentally different from neural 
nets in their conception of cognition. 3 

Given music theory's traditional focus on the formulation of rules, a few words 
about the relationship between traditional music theory and the neural net 
approach are in order. The rules proposed by a theory of music (of a given style) 
can be construed as falling into one or more of the following categories: (1) analytic 
tools for understanding the structure of compositions independently of how they 
are perceived, (2) guidelines for composing in that style, or (3) hypotheses about 
how we perceive music in that style. There are a number of possible construals of 
rules within category 3, among them: (3a) hypotheses about the formal structure 
of the organized musical percept, 4 or (3b) hypotheses about the psychological 
processes that bring about the organized musical percept. Our approach is at odds 
with 3b. We claim that, for the average listener, with no formal musical training 
but substantial passive exposure, perceptual intuitions about music are a result 
not of the application of explicitly represented rules but rather of pattern comple- 
tion. 

Pattern completion is a process by which the mind anticipates, suggests, 
implies, or seems to "fill in" features that are typically present in familiar patterns. 
In a rule-based system, this "filling-in" would take the form of an inference. In a 
neural net, it is a consequence of the activation of associated features and organi- 
zational units, resulting in the perception of wholes or gestalts. Pattern comple- 
tion is central to perception, for example, in reading handwriting, understanding 
natural speech, and perceiving the continuity of object edges that are partially 
occluded. 
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Learning and Innateness 

Perhaps the most attractive feature ot neural nets is their ability to learn. In the 
brain, neurons are connected by synapses, and recent evidence of synaptic 
changes following learning (Lynch, 1986) suggests that altering the connectivity 
between neurons is one way in which the brain learns. Computational algorithms 
have recently been developed that specify how a neural net can learn by altering 
the strengths of its connections until it converges on an optimal set of weights 
(Rumelhart, Hinton & Williams, 1986). 

Although there are compelling arguments that some aspects of music cognition 
derive from structures that have evolved for other purposes, such as language, it 
is difficult to argue that specific evolutionary pressures existed for the level of 
musical sophistication of even the average listener. Some fundamental con- 
straints on the representation of pitch must have been imposed through evolu- 
tion, delimiting the kinds of structural regularities that can be learned (Shepard, 
in press). These constraints would include the basic auditory dimensions (such as 
pitch) that can be registered by the senses and relational properties such as 
invariance under transposition. Within these constraints, however, specific 
musical regularities (some of which may distinguish the music of different 
cultures and some of which may be universal) could be acquired through 
exposure. A powerful algorithm for passive perceptual learning (such as the 
generalized delta rule of Rumelhart, et al, 1986, which we employ in the simula- 
tions discussed below) thus enables us to address age-old debates about nature 
versus nurture with a new sophistication. Cognitive influences on music percep- 
tion can be thought of as the consequence of constrained networks that employ 
general principles of perceptual learning to encode musical regularities through 
extended passive exposure. 

We propose a three-part guideline for positing innate perceptual patterns for 
music. A pattern is unlikely to be innately encoded if: (1) the pattern is highly 
prevalent in the environment and (2) the brain can learn it through passive 
exposure, with the qualification that (3) knowledge of the pattern is not needed 
soon after birth and does not seem to have been needed at any time during 
evolution prior to the development of the learning capability in 2 above. Note that 
a pattern will be universal if it satisfies conditions 1 and 2, but is unlikely to be 
innate if it satisfies condition 3. Thus universality doesn't entail innateness. One 
must consider the pattern's prevalence in the environment and its learnability. 

Consider the perceived similarity of pitches separated by octaves (referred to as 
octave equivalence). Whether octave equivalence is innate or learned has been the 
topic of considerable debate. Only in the context of a well-specified theory of per- 
ceptual learning are any new insights likely to be forthcoming. Neural net 
learning algorithms permit us to model the learning of auditory patterns through 
passive exposure, thereby suggesting the hypothesis that any auditory pattern 
that is ubiquitous and learnable will be learned. Octaves are ubiquitous, given 
that they occur in the energy spectrum of the speech signal. We are exposed to 
octaves for many hours each day from birth, across a continuous pitch range. A 
very simple neural net exposed to such an environment will learn to associate any 
pitch within the speech range with its octaves. We are compelled by parsimony to 
conclude, at least in the absence of evidence to the contrary, that octave equiva- 
lence is almost certain to be universal yet unlikely to be innate. 5 
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Pattern association 
Introduction to Pattern Associators 

Most neural nets associate one pattern with another. If we present a network with 
some stimulus pattern P, the input units (i.e.,. the units that can be activated 
directly from outside the network) are given some pattern of activation. Activa- 
tion then spreads through the network, constrained by the network's connectiv- 
ity. The resulting pattern of activation suggests a pattern Q. By "suggest" we will 
mean either a simultaneous association or a sequential expectation. The units 
whose activation represents the suggested pattern are called output units. 

For the purpose of this paper, each input or output unit can be thought of as 
registering the presence or absence of a feature. The degree to which an input unit 
is activated represents the degree to which a feature is either present or remem- 
bered to be present. The degree to which an output unit is activated represents the 
degree to which a feature is suggested, i.e., the confidence or expectancy that the 
feature was, is, or will be, present. The knowledge represented by a network is 
embodied in its connectivity, and the perceptual interpretation of some stimulus 
- in the present case, a musical event or a sequence of events - is the pattern of 
activation distributed across the output units. 

The entire set of input units thus represents the feature space that defines the 
input pattern, and the entire set of output units represents the feature space that 
defines the output pattern. Input and output patterns may be in either the same 
perceptual domain (e. g. vision, audition, etc.)or in different domains. Even if the 
input and output domains are the same, the feature spaces may be different. Four 
examples illustrate the range of possibilities. First, both input and output patterns 
could be defined over the chromatic set, causing one pattern of tones to suggest 
another. Second, the input could be a fine-grained pitch set and the output could 
be the chromatic set, resulting in the assimilation of the pitch continuum to a 
chromatic schema. Third, the input could be the chromatic set and the output the 
set of major and minor chords, resulting in the assimilation of chromatic tones to 
a harmonic schema. Finally, the input could be a visual pattern from the written 
score and the output could be either an auditory or motoric pattern, as in the case 
of an experienced sight-reader. 

Other units (besides input and output) may be involved that serve only to 
mediate between input and output units, and are often called hidden units or 
internal units (see Figure 1, right). Hidden units do not typically code for indi- 
vidual features of the input or output domains, but may come to represent inter- 
mediary abstractions. The use of hidden units overcomes some of the severe limi- 
tations of simple input-output associative networks. These limitations were once 
considered definitive grounds for rejecting neural nets as accounts of perception 
and cognition (see Minsky & Papert, 1988), because the early learning algorithms 
(e.g., Rosenblatt, 1962) were limited to a single layer of links between input and 
output. The use of hidden units in networks that can learn thus distinguishes con- 
temporary neural net research from traditional associationism. 

Suppose stimulus patterns P and Q frequently occur together or in succession. 
On each such occurrence, the output generated by the presence of P is compared 
with Q, and the weights are adjusted incrementally so as to reduce the disparity. 
Over the course of repeated exposure, the network finds a set of weights that 
enables P to suggest Q. Several learning algorithms exist for determining the 
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adjustment of weights on each presentation so as to converge to an optimal set of 
weights. The learning algorithms we have used in this paper are the delta rule and 
the generalized delta rule (also called the error back-propogation learning rule) 
developed by Rumelhart, et al, (1986). (Further details are given in the Appendix.) 

Learning Octave Equivalence through Autoassociation 
Consider as our first example a neural net for auditory perception that predicts that 
octaves will be heard as similar, given exposure only to speech. A simple network 
that exhibits this property is one that learns to associate a pattern with itself. Such 
a network consists of an array of input units and an array of output units, such that 
each input unit feeds into each output unit. Initially (at "birth") the strengths of the 
connections from input to output units are either zero or random, representing the 
state prior to any exposure. Any given sound signal, such as a speech signal, will 
activate input units whose receptive fields correspond to partials present in the 
signal. The output units receive their activation from the input units via the con- 
nections between them, in proportion to the weights. Since the weights are initially 
zero or random, the output units will respond to the sound with either zero or 
random activation. However, the output units have independent access to the 
sound, and can therefore register the mismatch between the sound spectrum and 
the random pattern of activation received through the connections. The learning 
algorithm specifies how the weights are altered so that the next time the sound is 
heard, the output activation received through the connections will more closely 
match the sound. 

Through repeated exposure, the network finds an optimal or near-optimal set of 
weights that reproduce the input pattern in the output. A network with this 
property is called an autoassociative network because it associates a pattern with 
itself. Autoassociative networks seem almost ludicrously simple at first, but have 
remarkable properties. They can complete, in the mind, patterns that are present 
in incomplete form. Thus, having learned to output a certain sound spectrum 
given that spectrum as input, a presentation of that spectrum with some elements 
missing will result in a "filling in" of these missing elements at the output level. 
Since many of the prominent spectral components in the speech signal form 
octaves, the network will have a tendency to suggest octaves more than other inter- 
vals. 

The formation of feature hierarchies: From sensory to cognitive units 

Must we limit our efforts to the sensory level of elementary frequency detectors as 
in the above network? How can we start to model higher - more cognitive - levels 
of musical structure? 

There is mounting evidence that the brain represents patterns in a hierarchy of 
feature-specific units, with elementary feature detectors feeding into units that 
code for larger organizations. Extensive exposure to any combination of elemen- 
tary features will result in the formation of a unit (representation) that stands for 
that combination. The network described at the end of the paper and shown in 
Figure 2 is an example of this. Pitch-class (tone) units are connected to chord units, 
which are connected to key units. How do these chord and key units get there? For 
that matter, how do the pitch-class units get there? 

A number of algorithms exist that permit units with no innate specialization to 
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become specialized to respond to the presence of some frequently occurring 
pattern. Once they have specialized, these units are essentially abstract feature 
detectors. Thus units might develop that are specialized for particular musical 
intervals or chords. Neural nets that have these properties are said to be self- 
organizing. Some of the most successful algorithms for self-organization involve 
competitive learning (Kohonen, 1984; Rumelhart & McClelland, 1986). 

In a competitive learning network, some units are present from the outset with 
the sole purpose of awaiting some future specialization. Input units that respond 
to elementary features in the environment are linked to these generic units with 
randomly weighted connections. These generic units are linked to each other by 
inhibitory connections in a "winner-takes-all" network such that only the one that 
receives the most activation is able to remain activated. When a pattern consisting 
of some set of these elementary features occurs, the corresponding input units 
fire, and in turn activate the generic units to which they are connected. Some 
arbitrary generic unit will emerge as the winner, and will gradually become 
specialized to respond to that pattern by strengthening the connections that fed 
it activation from that pattern and weakening the connections that did not. With 
repeated presentations of the pattern, this unit becomes more and more likely to 
respond to that pattern (or patterns similar to it) and less and less likely to respond 
to different patterns. Other generic units will, in similar fashion, become 
specialized for other patterns. In this way, a hierarchical network develops with 
units representing elementary features at the lowest level and units representing 
abstract features or entire patterns at the highest level. 

This mechanism can account for the formation of pitch-class units that are 
octave invariant, for units specializing in frequently heard chords, and possibly 
for units specializing in even more abstract features such as keys. In what follows, 
we shall assume the prior formation of pitch-class units and chord units and key 
units as a result of competitive learning. 

Learning tonal schemas 
Learning Tonal Schemas through Autoassociative Networks 
The activation of a tonal schema based on partial sets of scale tones can be viewed 
as a pattern completion problem. In the context of a piece of music that typifies the 
constraints of a musical culture, some familiar subset of the 12 chromatic tones 
(e.g. the major diatonic set or the notes in an Indian rag) plays a more important 
role than the other tones (Krumhansl, 1979; Bharucha,1984; Castellano, 
Bharucha, & Krumhansl,1984). Scale tones can be facilitated or suggested even 
with just a partial context, i.e., even when only a subset of the scale tones have 
been played (Bharucha, 1987b). 

Consider a simple autoassociative network that implements major scale schemas. 
There are twelve input and twelve output units tuned to the twelve chromatic tones 
C to B. The network is exposed repeatedly to all twelve diatonic major sets, and 
learns to generate a diatonic major set as output given the same set as input. 

Once it has learned, the network serves as a pattern recognition device, and "fills 
in" missing notes given an incomplete pattern. Thus, the set {D,E,F,G,A,B} fills in 
C. The set {C,D,E,F,G,A} fills in B and BD, because it is a subset of the frequently 
heard patterns {C,D,E,F,G,A,B} and {C,D,E,F,G,A,B b}, representing the keys of 
C and F, respectively. In fact, an even smaller set, {C,E,G}, representing a C major 
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chord, fills in all the diatonic tones in the keys of C and F. Of the remaining tones, 
F#  is the most highly activated, reflecting the C major chord's subdominant 
function in the key of G. It is important to remember when considering the results 
of these analyses that no knowledge of chords and their relationships was 
presented to this network. The network's behavior thus illustrates the extent to 
which complex structural relationships in music fall out of simpler ones, in this 
case as a result of simply associating diatonic major sets with themselves. 

During learning, this network discovers, without explicit rules to guide its 
behavior, some of the abstract properties of diatonic scale systems that have been 
captured in the formal work of music theorists. The network exhibits a tacit 
knowledge of the circle of fifths. Weights are positive between tones separated by 
less than 90 ~ around the circle, resulting in excitation. Weights are zero between 
tones separated by 90 ~ resulting in no activation. Weights are negative between 
tones separated by more than 90 ~ resulting in inhibition. These emergent proper- 
ties of the network are consistent with Krumhansl's (Krumhansl & Schmuckler, 
1987) view that cognitive structures for music have internalized the correlational 
structure of tonal music. 

We can expand the scope this exercise to include other modes. Consider, for 
example, an autoassociative network exposed to the 24 major and harmonic 
minor diatonic sets. Here one sees the expected ambiguities between major and 
minor modes given partial diatonic sets. Thus, {C,D,E,F,A,B} fills in both G and 
G#,  representing the related keys of C major and A minor. 

Learning Indian Rdg Schemas through Autoassociative Networks 
Consider a network exposed to ten common r~gs in North Indian music. The rdgs 
chosen for this simulation were those used in the study by Castellano, Bharucha 
& Krumhansl (1984) and are listed in Table 1. After learning, {Sa,Ga,Ma,Pa,Dha-, 
Ni} fills in Re- to suggest rdg Bhairav. In fact, a much smaller subset is sufficient: 
{Ga,Ma,Dha-,Ni} fills in Sa, Re-, and Pa. This is in accord with reaction time 
measurements of tones presented to Indian subjects following a partial presenta- 
tion of rdg Bhairav: Tones that are typically present in this context but absent in the 
present rendition are facilitated, as measured by faster processing and greater 
intonational sensitivity (Bharucha, 1987b). 
Table I Notes used in ten North  Indian Rdgs a 

R~g Notes used in r~g 

Bhairav 
Yaman 
Bilaval 
Khamaj 
Karl 
Asavri 
Bhairvi 
Todi 
Purvi 
Marva 

Sa,Re-, Ga,Ma,Pa,Dha-,Ni  
Sa,Re,Ga,Ma +,Pa,Dha,Ni  
Sa,Re,Ga,Ma,Pa,Dha 
Sa,Re,Ga,Ma,Pa,Dha,Ni-,Ni 
Sa,Re,Ga-,Ma,Pa,Dha,Ni-  
Sa ,Re- ,Ga- ,Ma,Pa ,Dha- ,Ni-  
Sa,Re-,Re,Ga-,Ma,Ma + ,Pa ,Dha - ,N i -  
Sa,Re-,Ga-,Ma, + , P a , D h a - , N i  
Sa,Re- ,Ga,Ma,Ma+,Pa,Dha,Ni  
Sa ,Re- ,Ga,Ma+,Dha,Ni  

~The Indian swara (note) names (Sa,Re,Ga,Ma,Pa,Dha,Ni) are equivalent to the Solfege (Do,Re,Me,Fa, So, La,Ti) in 
that order. In this paper, we use + to indicate sharp, - to indicate fiat. Note that the number of swaras is not constant 
(see Bilaval and Khamaj, for example) across these r~gs, even though the thats (scales) that theoretically underlie them 
are septatonic. In this exercise, we have used the r~g notes, not the that notes. 
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A Westerner Listening to Indian Music 

Neural nets can generate explicit hypotheses about how people of one culture 
hear the music of another. Consider, for example, the network exposed only to 
the major and harmonic minor diatonic sets. After learning, if the network is 
presented with all the notes of rag Bhairav, it faithfully reproduces the input 
pattern in its output. However, if it is presented with a partial set of the tones in 
Bhairav, say with Re- missing, it fails to fill in Re-. 

Some informal queries about the intuitions of Western musicians listening to 
Bhairav suggest that Sa is heard more as a dominant than as a tonic, and that Ma 
is the preferred tonic. (The lower ratings given to Ma in the Castellano, et al (1984) 
study could be due to Sa's presence in the drone). It may be of some interest to see 
which which keys, if any, are most activated by Indian rdgs when heard by a 
Western listener. We therefore taught a network to recognize keys so that it would 
activate one of 24 major and minor key units in response to a major or harmonic 
minor diatonic set. After learning, the network was presented with the tone sets 
for 10 rdgs. Only Bhairav, Yaman, Bilaval, Karl and Asavri activated any keys, and 
all of these except Bhairav activated a major mode. Consistent with the intuitions 
of our Western informants, Bhairav activated a minor mode with Ma as the tonic. 
Bilaval was ambiguous as to a major mode with Sa as the tonic or with Ma as the 
tonic, because neither Ni nor Ni- are present. Karl activated a major mode with 
Ni- as tonic, since it consists precisely of the major diatonic set. 

These results should be construed only in the limited context in which these 
preliminary simulations were conducted, since other cues (including metrical 
cues, phrasing, and the presence of the drone) would no doubt strongly influence 
the perception of mode and of a tonic in a realistic rendition of a rag. However, the 
neural net approach is highly conducive to the inclusion of these other factors, 
since they can all be represented as patterns defined over feature spaces with a 
continuum of activation available for each feature. 

Learning Chord Expectancies 
Consider a network that registers the current chord as its input pattern and 
generates expectancies for chords to follow as its output pattern. We can present a 
neonatal network (i.e., one that hasn't yet been exposed to any music) with chord 
pairs that are representative of a certain musical genre. For example, we can expose 
the network to harmony of the common practice period by presenting it with chord 
pairs that reflect the transition probabilities of chords as they occur in that genre. 

We estimated transition probabilities from Piston's (1962) table of usual root 
progressions in major keys. Since the chord transitions given by Piston are stated 
in terms of harmonic functions, and the network obviously can't know about 
functionality before it has been exposed to any chords, chord transitions for indi- 
vidual chords were estimated from the functional transitions by enumerating the 
possible functions of each chord in each key (i.e. any major chord can be I,IV,or 
V, and any minor chord can be ii, iii, or vi). ~ 

Initially, the network generates a random pattern of activation when presented 
with a chord. This pattern is then compared with the pattern corresponding to the 
succeeding chord and the weights are incrementally altered, as dictated by the delta 
rule, to reduce the disparity. In this way, the network eventually comes to generate 
a pattern of activation that mirrors the transition probabilities for chords to follow. 
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Although the network learns pairwise chord transitions, activation is allowed 
to accumulate at the output units over the course of a sequence, decaying over 
time. This model enables us to explore the extent to which pairwise learning can 
predict patterns of activation that result from an entire sequence of chords. Its 
behavior in this respect is virtually identical to the behavior of the constraint-satis- 
faction model described below. It predicts the build up of a tonal center over the 
course of a tonal sequence, and it predicts key ambiguities. 

Our success in modeling learning of harmonic expectancies by learning 
pairwise transitions should not be assumed to generalize to other aspects of music 
learning. We would not expect this to be true for the learning of patterns of 
melodic contour, patterns of voice leading, motivic patterns, and patterns that 
come under the rubric of phrasing. The networks for these aspects of music would 
undoubtedly have to support more interaction among elements of the context. 

A Constraint-Satisfaction Network for Harmony 
Even though the real power of contemporary neural nets lies in their ability to 
learn and self-organize through passive exposure, it is often useful to construct 
networks whose connections conform to some known music-theoretic constraints 
and then observe the network's behavior. Such networks-called constraint-satis- 
faction networks - can test for redundancies in a theory of music (Which con- 
straints are absolutely necessary? Which constraints will emerge unsolicited from 
the behavior of the network?) and enable one to observe multiple constraints 
operating simultaneously, sometimes in concert and sometimes in conflict. 

In this section we summarize a constraint-satisfaction network for harmony, 
described in greater detail elsewhere (Bharucha, 1987a,b). The goal in the 
development of this model was to determine to what extent simple constraints of 
Western harmony can account for more subtle and complex ones. We built a 
network that embodies only two elementary constraints: (1) which tones are com- 
ponents of which chords and (2) which chords are members of which keys. Tone- 
chord relationships and chord-key relationships are wired in by bidirectional con- 
nections between tone, chord and key units (see Figure 2). 

In this model, a unit responds to the change in activation of units to which it is 
connected. The onset of a chord causes a change in the activation of its component 
tones. These changes, weighted by the connection strengths, cause changes in 
the activations of their parent chords. Then, those changes cause changes in both 
the member tones and parent keys, and the tones and keys re-activate chords, and 
so on. This spread of activation continues (we call this reverberation) until the 
network settle into a state of equilibrium, reflecting the simultaneous satisfaction 
of all the constraints embodied in it. 

Activation is allowed to accumulate in the network over the course of a 
sequence of chords, subject to decay. So, if another chord is heard before activa- 
tion has decayed completely, the activation due to the new chord is added to the 
residual activation from the previous chords. Absolute activations thus reflect the 
effect of the entire sequence, weighted according to recency. 

The activation of this network makes explicit the acoustically driven influence 
of shared tones and the learned, cognitively driven influence of having heard 
chords in standard groupings. When the chord units are first activated by the tone 
units, before activation has had a chance to reverberate back from the key units, 
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KEYS 

MAJOR CHORDS 

TONES 

MINOR CHORDS 

(Linked to lower edge--minor chord., 

!i:i 
(Linked to upper edge--keys) 

Figure 2 A constraint-satisfaction network representing relationships between tones, chords and 
keys. A musical context activates tone units, and activation spreads through the network, reverberat- 
ing until it settles into a state of equilibrium. The pattern of activation at equilibrium represents chordal 
expectations and key implications, and influences the consonance and recognition of events that 
follow. (From Bharucha, 1987a, Copyright by the Cognitive Science Society). 

the pattern of activation of the chord units represents the pattern of shared tones 
between chords. This is the "bottom-up" processing component of harmonic 
expectancy, since it is based on purely acoustic relationships between chords. For 
example, a C major chord will, via bottom-up processing, activate all and only 
chords that share tones with it. For example, the A major chord unit will receive 
some activation (since the A major chord shares a tone with the C major chord, 
namely E), but the D major chord unit will receive no activation at all. 

Once activation has had a chance to percolate through the upper echelons of the 
network and filter down, the pattern of activation of the chord units represents 
the pattern of shared tones as well as the pattern of learned relationships. This is 
the "top-down" component of harmonic expectancy, since it embodies the 
learned cultural influences over and above acoustic relationships. By this time, 
the C major chord will have activated some chord units that do not share tones 
with it, for example, D major. In fact, the D major chord unit ends up with more 
activation than the A major chord unit. 

Each chord exerts an independent influence on the accumulating effect of the 
sequence. This provides the basis for pivoting from one key to another, since an 
individual chord's ambiguity is not completely overriden by the context. There is 
an analog of this process in language. An ambiguous word activates its entire 
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array of meanings, regardless of the constraints placed by the prior context 
(Swinney, 1979). The context biases the interpretation in one direction or another. 

This model closely mimics the responses of subjects in earlier experiments 
(Krumhansl, Bharucha & Castellano, 1982; Bharucha & Krumhansl, 1983) on 
relatedness judgments of chords following a context and memory judgments of 
chord sequences (Olney, 1985). It also makes specific empirical predictions in 
addition to exhibiting a knowledge of musical structures not explicitly wired into 
it (see Bharucha, 1987b for details). One example of this is the high level of expec- 
tancy for the C major chord and the C major key after presenting the network with 
an F major chord followed by a G major chord. Furthermore, the expected 
hierarchy of stability of chord functions emerges with the presentation of a tonal 
context, even though a chord is linked equally to each of its parent keys. In other 
words, tonic chords turn out to be more highly activated than dominants and sub- 
dominants in a tonal context, even though the weights of tonic links (i.e., the links 
between major chord units and the key units of the same name) are no different 
from the weights of dominant or subdominant links. This means that some func- 
tional differentiation emerges as a result of the overall pattern of connectivity, rep- 
resenting the simultaneous application of multiple constraints. 

Evidence for cognitively mediated activation in music 
The fundamental differences between neural net theories and rule-based theories 
of the processes underlying music cognition lead to empirical predictions that can 
be tested experimentally, with the qualification that we are referring here only to 
rule-based accounts that claim that rules constitute the underlying cognitive 
process. 

Network models as we have characterized them predict that expectancies are 
mediated by the activation of units representing the expected features. In a musical 
sequence, expected events should therefore be processed more quickly than unex- 
pected events, because the appropriate units in the former case will have been 
processed in advance. This prediction was tested experimentally for chords 
(Bharucha & Stoeckig, 1986). 7 A context chord (called the prime) was followed by a 
chord (called the target) about which a decision was to be made. The target was 
either internally in tune or slightly mistuned. The subject's task was to decide, as 
quickly as possible, whether or not the target chord was in tune, by pressing one of 
two designated keys on a computer keyboard. The target chord was either highly 
expected or unexpected given the prime. If, for example, the prime was C major, 
the expected target was G major and the unexpected target was F# major. Subjects 
were significantly faster to make a correct decision for expected than for unexpected 
target chords. This was true regardless of the level of musical training. 

The faster recognition of the related targets was due in part to a bias to hear the 
related targets as in tune and the unrelated targets as mistuned (see Bharucha & 
Stoeckig, 1986). We therefore believe that expectations and the context's influence 
on consonance go hand in hand. Chords that are expected are processed more 
quickly and are heard as more consonant than chords that are unexpected. 

The expected target chord in the above experiment shared a component tone 
with the prime chord, whereas the unexpected chord did not. One might argue 
that a lingering perceptual effect of this common tone was responsible for the 
faster decision for the expected target. We therefore replicated this effect for 
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expected chords that do not share component tones with the prime (Bharucha & 
Stoeckig, 1987). For example, if the prime was C major, then the expected target 
was Bb major. Since C and Bb major do not share component tones, the experi- 
ment wasn't  biased in favor of the expected chord. 

However,  since our chords were rich with overtones, the expected chord 
shared some overtones with the prime while the unexpected chord did not. One 
might argue that a lingering perceptual effect of these common overtones was 
responsible for the faster decision for the expected target. We therefore replicated 
the experiment with chords stripped of any shared overtones. Although the 
overall decision times were slower, subjects were still significantly faster for the 
expected chords than for the unexpected chords. This last manipulation estab- 
fishes definitively that expectancies in harmony cannot be accounted for solely by 
the lingering effects of shared overtones. They must be mediated by the indirect 
activation of units at a cognitive level. 

An analogous experiment was conducted in India on the expectation of tones 
while hearing an Indian rdg (Bharucha, 1987b). Rdg Bhairav (see Table 1) was 
chosen because it is common in both North and South Indian music, so a wider 
selection of subjects in India are likely to have heard it. A rendition of Bhairav was 
presented to Indian subjects with an important note missing. It was predicted that 
units coding for this missing note would receive activation via learned connec- 
tions that encode the regularities of this rdg. Following the rendition, subjects 
heard either the missing note or a control note (which does not belong in the rdg) 
and made a speeded true/false decision about this note (see Bharucha, 1987b for 
details). The missing note was processed more quickly than the control, suggest- 
ing that a perceptual unit that codes for that note was activated by the context. 

Future directions in the model ing of musical sequences 

Our current research is directed toward modeling more precisely the expectancies 
that result from a particular sequence as it unfolds. In particular, we are interested 
in the development of a sequential schema as a result of exposure to specific 
sequences, since this more accurately represents schema learning in the natural 
setting, i.e., we hear specific pieces of music, and in doing so acquire a schema. 
This is a particularly challenging problem, because there are many possible (and 
often very complex) mappings between a sequential context at any given point in 
a sequence and the expectancies for tones to follow. 

These complex mappings cannot be learned by networks consisting of only 
input and output units and links from input to output. Consider, as an exercise, 
a hypothetical musical genre played with two bells, Bell 1 and Bell 2, with the 
following constraints: Bell I is followed by Bell 2, Bell 2 is followed by Bell 1 and 
Bell 2 together, and Bell i and Bell 2 together are followed by Bell 1. How does a 
neural net learn what to expect? One might begin by considering a network with 
two input units representing the bells that are played, two output units represent- 
ing the bells that are expected to follow, and links from input to output units (as 
in Figure 1,1eft). Even after tens of thousands of presentations of these pairs, the 
network fails to find a set of weights that will generate (to a sufficient approxima- 
tion) the expectancies that correspond to its experience. 

The problem can be represented as a truth table (see Table 2). If Bell I is played 
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alone, the input pattern can be expressed as [1 0] and the expected pattern is [0 1]; 
if Bell 2 is played alone, the input pattern is [0 1] and the expected pattern is [1 1], 
and so on. The last row represents the expectation of silence given silence. If we 
were only interested in how the network learns when to expect Bell 1, the problem 
is trivial, since the Bell I output is identical to the Bell 2 input in all four rows. The 
most obvious solution is a positive weight on the link from the Bell 2 input to the 
Bell I output and zero weights on all the other links. 

Table 2 A musical  genre  that  canno t  be learned 
wi thou t  h idde n  uni t s  

Input pattern Expected pattern 
Bell 1 Bell 2 Bell I Bell 2 

1 0 0 1 
0 1 1 1 
1 1 1 0 
0 0 0 0 

Learning when to expect Bell 2 is, however, an insurmountable problem for this 
network, because no solution exists. The logical function relating the input 
pattern to the Bell 2 output is nothing but XOR (exclusive OR): Bell 2 is expected 
after either Bell 1 or Bell 2 is heard, but not after both are heard together. A 
network with only one layer of links between input and output units cannot learn 
XOR (Minsky & Papert, 1969). If, however, the network is given hidden units that 
mediate between input and output units (as in Figure 1, right), it easily converges 
to a solution using the generalized delta rule. Thus the use of hidden units is 
essential for any attempt to venture into learning more complex sequential 
patterns. 

Conclusion 

We have explored some ways in which neural nets can be employed to model the 
acquisition of pitch schemas for music. In doing so, we have attempted to spell 
out, in precise terms, a hypothesis of what a schema is and how it is learned. In 
doing so, we have attempted to sharpen the language in which issues of innate- 
ness and learning in music are debated. We have also attempted to demonstrate 
a mode of theorizing that emphasizes the postulation of general cognitive princi- 
ples (rather than music-specific cognitive principles) that, when coupled with a 
highly structured acoustic and musical environment, give rise automatically to 
music-specific cognitive phenomena. 

Although it is widely recognized that neural net or connectionist models 
represent a breakthrough in our understanding of perception, their potential 
ability to account for complex syntactic phenomena, particularly in language, is 
highly controversial (Fodor & Pylyshyn, 1988; Pinker & Prince, 1988), Fodor & 
Pylyshyn (1988) argue vehemently against the possibility that neural nets could 
play a role other than to implement rule-based computational systems. We claim, 
at least for music, that the incremental learning of which neural nets are capable 
far outstrips any known mechanism for acquiring rules by passive exposure. 
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We maintain that although some aspects of music perception that seem to have a 
syntactic flavor (most notably, the recognition of motivic patterns under transfor- 
mation) may prove to be a challenge for these models, their explanatory power 
and parsimony for a wide range of fundamental musical phenomena compel us to 
fully explore their potential as psychological theories. 

Appendix 
The activation of a unit 
If wi,j is the weight  of a link from unit  i to unit  j, then  the activation of uni t  is given by: 

ai = f (neti), where  neti = Xw. a -  I a,l P 

f mus t  be a differentiable and nondecreas ing function for the generalized delta rule below, if the 
h idden  units are to make a difference. 

The delta rule 
Let ai,e be the activation of input  unit  i given by pat tern P,aj,p be the activation of output  uni t  j received 
from pat tern P,Qi be the activation of output  unit  j that would  suggest  pat tern  Q, and u be a constant  
represent ing a learning rate. The change in the weight  of a link from unit  i to uni t  j is given by 

A W i ,  j = 19 ai,  p ( Q i  - a i ,P) .  

The generalized delta rule 
(see Rumelhart ,  et al, 1986, for more details). 

Aw~,j = v a~,paj, where  aj is an error signal at unit  j. When  j is an output  unit, 
aj = f'(netj) (Qj - aj,p), where  f' is the derivative of f. 

When  j is a h idden  unit  l inked to output  units  k, 

a i = f' (net i) ~ Wj,kak. 

The accumulation of activation over the course of a sequence of chords 
(See Bharucha, 1987 a,b, for more  details). Let 32ai,e be the phasic activation received by unit  i following 
chord e after the network has reached equilibrium. Let d be the decay of activation in one time unit  
following the offset of e. The total activation accumulated at uni t  i is thus: 

a l e  = c ~ A a i , c ( 1 - d ) t e - t c .  
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Notes 
1. See Feldman & Ballard (1982) for more  discussion of the general propert ies  of these models.  See 

Bharucha (1987b) for more  discussion of the musical propert ies  of these models.  
2. The reverse quest ion sequence is also common.  The concept  of a neural  net  arose as an answer  to 

psychological quest ions and now is providing answers  to AI questions.  
3. Rule-based systems can be implemented  in neural nets  and vice versa. However ,  a neural ne t  that  

learns through passive exposure does not  typically establish the same set of connect ions that it 
would  if it were  explicitly implement ing  a rule-based system. 

4. The theory of Lerdahl and Jackendoff (1983) would  seem to fall into category 3a. They write, at the 
very outset  of their book: "We take the goal of a theory of music to be a formal descript ion of the 
musical intuitions of a listener who  is experienced in a musical idiom." (p. 1) 
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5. The universality of octave equivalence does not require that octaves be found in the music of all 
cultures, actual or possible. A culture may choose to assiduously avoid octaves for this very reason. 

6. We limited this simulation to major keys. 
7. Similar evidence for the facilitation of chords has been obtained by Marin & Barnes (1987). 
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